One-Year Follow-up Study Detects Myocardial Changes with Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance Tagging in Active Rheumatoid Arthritis.
To evaluate the effects of 1 year of medical treatment on myocardial function in active rheumatoid arthritis (RA). Thirty-nine female patients with RA without any known cardiovascular disease underwent a cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) examination before and after 1 year of antirheumatic treatment. The population comprised untreated active early RA (ERA) and chronic RA patients, who were grouped accordingly. The CMR protocol included volumetric determinations, late gadolinium enhancement imaging, myocardial tagging, and native T1 mapping. DAS28-CRP disease activity scores were calculated before and after the treatment. Results are reported as median (quartile 1-quartile 3). Time to peak diastolic filling rate improved in ERA (495 [443-561] ms vs 441 [340-518] ms, P = .018). Peak diastolic mean mid short-axis circumferential strain rate of all six segments was improved (82 [74-91] %/s vs 91 [77-100] %/s, P = .05), particularly in the anterior segment (82 [63-98] %/s vs 86 [77-109] %/s, P = .013). DAS28-CRP decreased in ERA (3.8 [3.2-4.1] vs 1.6 [1.4-2.2], P < .001). In chronic RA, no statistically significant improvement was detected. Early treatment of active RA is important, as myocardial function detected with CMR tagging improved in ERA in parallel with decreasing inflammatory activity.